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Concerns/Problems Are Reported In The Following Manners
MAJOR REPAIR Problems that I think are likely to cost more than $1,000.00 to remedy. (Bear in
mind that bids from contractors often vary widely.)
MINOR REPAIR Problems that I think are likely to cost several hundred dollars or less to remedy,
and regular maintenance items. These include conditions that you might ignore if you were already
living in the house.
SAFETY CONCERN These are conditions that are a real threat to safety or health, regardless of
costs to remedy.
INVESTIGATE FURTHER Conditions warranting further investigation by a specialist, including
conditions that require destructive/invasive inspection, engineering, or analysis beyond the scope
of this visual inspection. Often, you’ll want to get cost estimates for deficiencies listed in this
report.
FYI A general explanation of conditions—good or bad. Things you may or may not want to act on
immediately.
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Notes
This report is CONFIDENTIAL, and is for the use and benefit of the client only. It is not intended to be for the
benefit of or to be relied upon by any other buyer, lender, title insurance company, or other third party. DO
NOT DUPLICATE WITHOUT PERMISSION. Duplication without permission, other than by the Client, is a
violation of federal copyright law. Terms and conditions crucial to interpretation of the report are
contained in a separate Pre-Inspection Agreement. Do not use this report without consulting the PreInspection Agreement.
The report conforms to the standards of practice of both the State of Illinois and the American Society of Home
Inspectors®. Components are identified and significantly defective items are reported. While I report on defects, as
a courtesy, I may include maintenance items and cosmetic issues in this report.
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Conditions During the Inspection

The buyer and her real estate agent were present.
The house was furnished.
The outdoor temperature during the inspection was
about 60 degrees.
The soil was dry. It hasn't rained in the past week.

ROOF
ROOF AREA: HOUSE AND GARAGE
The roof is constructed of conventional rafters sheathed with plywood. The roof type is hip/gable
combination. The roof was examined by walking on it.
The roof covering is cedar shakes. Based on visible wear, its age was estimated to be eighteen years.
Gutters are installed on the house.

Observations and Recommendations
FYI Numerous wood roof shakes have hail-impact
damage (*slot* damage). The resulting areas of
exposed roofing felt are subject to rapid
deterioration from the sun’s destructive ultra-violet
rays, and that can cause roof leakage.
Like this slot damage. . .
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FYI The thick, *butt* ends of the roof shakes are
severely rotted in many areas about the roof. Such
rotted shakes can suffer further and ready damage from
hail impacts. This is a sign of a roof covering nearing the
end of its useful life.
Like this shake-end rot. . .

FYI Several of the roof shakes are missing and/or out of
proper position. This is likely *critter* damage.
Regardless, such missing and out-of-position roof shakes
can allow water leakage.
Like these damaged hip-ridge shakes. . .

FYI Several of the roof shakes are highly “cupped”, and such cupped shakes can allow leakage from
wind-driven rain.
Investigate Further You should have a roofing contractor assess this entire roof covering because
of the above deficiencies. Roof covering repairs or complete roof covering replacement should
then be done as warranted. (As we talked, if repairs are attempted, further shake damage can
readily result from the roofer’s foot-traffic; stepping on any of the numerous rotted wood shakes
will cause further shake damage. And, it also might not make a lot of economic sense to throw
repair money at a roof covering that’s near the end of its useful life. Also, if all of the damaged and
missing roof shakes are replaced, you’ll have a “patchwork” roof appearance.)
FYI Roof repairs would likely make for a Minor Repair. Roof covering replacement would certainly
make for a Major Repair.
FYI The homeowner might want to make an insurance claim with regards to the roof shake hailimpact damage.
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Minor Repair Not-withstanding the above items, the
water stains on the closet ceiling in the SE bedroom’s
closet are from a plumbing stack “boot” flashing leak
above. A new stack-boot should be installed here.
Up here. . .

ATTIC AREAS
Description
The attic was entered through the access opening in the bedroom closet.
The attic was examined by walking through it.
The attic areas are insulated with fiberglass.
Attic ventilation is provided by soffit and pod vents.

Observations and Recommendations
Significant defects were not found with regards to the above items. That said:
Investigate Further There are thousands of rodent trails and rodent tunnels in the attic insulation.
It appears that at least the attic areas of the house have or had a significant rodent infestation. You
should consult with a pest-remediation specialist.
FYI It looks like some sort of critter (squirrel?) was once in the attic; a critter-cage/trap is lying in
the attic. That said, I saw zero evidence of a current infestation, and nothing on the roof areas
above suggest a current entry-point into the attic.
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GARAGE
Description
The garage wall framing is covered with finish materials and is not visible.
The framing in the garage ceiling is covered with finish materials and is not visible.
The garage floor was readily visible.
The garage overhead doors are metal. One of the doors has an automatic opener. The opener has an
automatic electric eye to reverse the door when an object crosses the door's path.

Observations and Recommendations

Safety Concern At the garage-house steps, the
side guard railing is very loose, and such a loose
railing poses a falling hazard. A carpenter should
bolster this railing A.S.A.P.
This railing. . .

Safety Concern There is supposed to be a Child Safety Warning Label for the garage overhead
door’s automatic opener posted right next to the opener’s control button. The missing warning
label should be obtained and posted.
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GRADING NEAR HOUSE
Description
Proper grading is important to keep water away from the foundation. Soil should slope approximately 1
inch per foot in a direction away from the building for at least 6 feet to prevent problems caused by excess
water.

Observations and Recommendations
The grading around the house is adequate.

EXTERIOR WALLS AND TRIM
Description
The exterior walls are constructed of wood frame.
The primary wall cladding on the house is brick veneer.
Some areas are clad with aluminum siding.
Trim on the house is primarily wood.
Soffits and fascia are constructed of aluminum.

Observations and Recommendations
Significant defects were not found with regards to the above items.

DRIVEWAY, PORCHES, PATIO, WALKWAYS
Description
The driveway is constructed of concrete. The walkways are constructed of concrete.
The front porch is concrete. The patio is constructed of concrete.
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Observations and Recommendations
Safety Concern The driveway has shifted/settled,
and the resulting short vertical offsets in the
driveway, and where the driveway meets the
garage floor, pose tripping/falling hazards and
ankle-twisters. Have these settled sections of
concrete flatwork mud-jacked back-up or replaced
as needed to eliminate these hazards.
Like in these areas. . .

FYI The crack in the front porch is considered a cosmetic item.

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS
Description
The windows are casements. The windows have insulated glass.
The exterior doors are metal.

Observations and Recommendations
Major Repair Several of the windows won’t open.
And, many of the ones that do open have severely
rotted sash components (mostly the lower sash rails).
Also, once-opened, some of the window sashes were
difficult to close. Have a window company check each
and every window in the house, and have window or
window sash replacements made as needed.
Like this sash rail rot. . .
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Investigate Further Not-withstanding the above item, some of the window panes in the house has
defective, moisture-fogged glass (like in one of the upper rear bedrooms and in the first floor den).
I’m not sure, though, how many such defective panes are present; the dirty window glass
prevented me from checking such. Assuming the windows about the house won’t be replaced due
to poorly operating and rotted windows, have a glazing company check each and every window
about the house, and have any such defective, moisture-fogged glass window panes replaced.
Investigate Further In the master bedroom, the front arch-style window has a cracked glass pane.
Have this pane of glass replaced. I don’t know if this will be a Major Repair Item or a Minor Repair
Item; it could go either way. Please consult with a Glazing Contractor about what it will take and
cost to address this.
FYI Assuming window sashes/windows won’t be replaced about the house, please know that the
desiccant strips in the window glass are deteriorating (and, like in the master bath, some by quite a
bit). If you don’t have the windows or the sashes replaced, expect further desiccant strip
deterioration and the need for eventual sash replacements.
Minor Repair The window screens about the house have very brittle *pulls*, and several of them
have broken. Have all such defective screens replaced.

BASEMENT
Description
The foundation walls are constructed of poured concrete. The walls are not covered. They are readily
visible.
The framing in the basement ceilings is readily visible.
The basement floor is concrete.
The floor structure of the house is conventional wood framing with steel beams.
A sump pump is present in the basement to remove excess water.
An ejector pit containing a water pump is present in the basement.
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Observations and Recommendations
Investigate Further Several of the floor joist ends
about the basement ceiling have moved well out
of proper position. Many of the joist ends have
*twisted*, others are *cupped*, and others are
leaning. (Note; as we talked and saw evidence of,
the joists were not installed this way—they
moved, and I worry further movement may occur
which can promote widespread structural
problems about the house.) Have a qualified
carpenter contractor check this, and have joist
repairs or replacements made as warranted.
Like these joist-ends. . .

Safety Concern I recommend you have an emergency-egress ladder installed in the basement
escape window well.
Safety Concern The lid for the ground-water sump pit should be fully sealed to the top of the sump
pit. This will help prevent unhealthy radon gas from entering the house, and it’s a child-safety
measure.
FYI You should have a backup ground-water sump pump installed A.S.A.P.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Description
The 120/240 volt, 200 amp service enters the house from underground.
The main service panel is located in the basement. The main panel contains circuit breakers.
The main disconnect is a 200 amp circuit breaker located in the main panel.
Service grounding connections were observed at a metal water pipe.
The readily visible wiring is copper in rigid and flexible metal pipe.
Receptacles are the modern three-slot/hole grounded type.
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Observations and Recommendations
I’m supposed to tell you if smoke alarms and carbon monoxide detectors are installed in all appropriate
locations. That’s it. My Standards of Practice say I’m not required to test them (and it’s a dirty little secret
that the test button “sounding” only tells one the alarm sounds; not that the detector actually works).
Another dirty little secret is that approximately 95% of smoke alarms installed in the United States are
ionization-type smoke alarms, and that such ionization-type smoke alarms flat-out just don’t always work in
many situations. Also, all smoke alarms and carbon monoxide detectors have a limited life, and having me
simply tell you if any such are present would be truly remiss. You should have new smoke alarms and
new carbon monoxide detectors installed before you move in; see related notes below.

Minor Repair Inside the main electrical
panelboard, the insulation has fallen out of the
lower end of the main electrical raceway (pipe).
Have an electrician re-install this insulation.
This raceway end. . .

Safety Concern Incandescent light bulbs are very close to some of the shelves in the closets. This
would be prohibited today due to the risk of fire should flammable goods come in contact with a
hot light bulb. I recommend that you consider moving these fixtures and/or replacing these lights
with a fluorescent fixture or a fixture where the bulb is protected by a glass globe.
Safety Concern Before anyone moves in, I strongly recommend you have photo-electric type
smoke alarms installed in each of the bedrooms, and have any existing smoke alarms replaced with
photo-electric type smoke alarms; such alarms are much more reliable than the more commonlyfound ionization-type smoke alarms. While the existing smoke alarms might be the photo-electric
type—though the vast majority aren’t; most are the ionization-types which fail to work in many
situations—all smoke alarms have limited life expectancy, and you should err on the side of caution
and assume new smoke alarms need installing now. Also, when having new alarms installed in any
bedroom hallway area, have combination smoke/carbon monoxide alarms/gas detectors installed
in such locations.
Safety Concern The above item will/should address the missing smoke alarm in the basement
ceiling.
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PLUMBING SYSTEM
Description
The water is supplied by the municipal system.
The waste system is municipal sewers.
Readily visible plumbing supply pipes are copper.
Readily visible plumbing waste and drain pipes are a mixture of metal and plastic.
The gas-fired 50-gallon water heater is located in the basement. I estimate the age of the water heater to
be ten years old.
The main shut off valve for the water supply piping was found in the basement.
The main sewer cleanout is located in the basement.
The main gas shut-off is located at the exterior gas meter.

Observations and Recommendations
Investigate Further The water heater has a leakage history.
Have a plumber check this, and have the heater repaired or
replaced as needed.
Leakage stains are in these two spots. . .

And water stains are running down the heater here. . .
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Investigate Further I couldn’t get the water to run at the hall bathtub. Have a plumber check this,
and have related repairs or replacement made here as needed.
Investigate Further The water to the toilet in the master bath was turned-off (I was told there was
leakage here). Once this toilet is up & running, it should be inspected.
FYI The master bathroom is lacking an exhaust fan to purge shower-generated steam. While not
*required*, I think you’ll find the need to have such a fan installed—think foggy mirrors (and that
work will cost quite a bit of money).

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
Description
The heating system for the entire house, located in the basement, consists of a gas-fired, forced-air furnace.
The heating system capacity is 132,000 BTU’s.
The heating system is estimated to be eighteen years old.
The air conditioning system for the entire house is a straight cool split-system.
The estimated size of the system is five tons.
The estimated age of the cooling system is eighteen years old.

Observations and Recommendations
Furnace:
Investigate Further Furnace combustion fumes
have been cooling and condensing inside the
furnace flue pipe before the fumes fully and
properly vent up and out of the furnace flue pipe.
This condensate moisture is leaking out of the flue
joints above the furnace, and this leakage can
damage the furnace components. Have a heating
technician check this, and have the technician do
whatever needs doing to stop the leakage and
attain a proper draft.
All of this staining & corrosion is a result of
the leakage. . .
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Don’t ignore the above item; it appears this leakage has already caused damage—the newerlooking furnace circuit board suggests prior board replacement.
FYI Note: if the heating tech recommends furnace replacement, with one that vents out the side of
the house, please know that the hot water heater will also need to be replaced with one that also
vents out the side of the house (to prevent further condensation leakage problems with a “thenorphaned” chimney).

Air Conditioner:
Significant defects were not found with regards to the air conditioning system.

Ductwork:
Significant defects were not found with regards to the ductwork.

Misc. Heating/Cooling:
FYI Not-withstanding the above items, please know that furnaces and air conditioners usually last
about 20 years. This furnace and air conditioner about both about 18 years old. . .
FYI Furnace-mounted humidifiers are a breeding ground for bacteria, and such can be blown
about the dwelling when the furnace is running. And, I’ve seen at least a couple hundred furnaces
with corrosion damage caused by humidifier moisture. Have this toxic pool of slime removed, and
use portable humidifiers, ones that can be readily and easily cleaned and disinfected on a regular
basis.

INTERIOR
Description
The walls are covered with drywall. The ceilings are covered with drywall.
Ceilings are supported by floor and ceiling joists. Floor coverings are carpet, laminate and tile.
Interior cabinets are wood.
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Observations and Recommendations
FYI The cracked kitchen floor tiles may or may not be a result of floor joist movement below, as
mentioned earlier in this report. Regardless, if the tiles can be matched, tile replacement would
make for a Minor Repair.

Stairways:
Significant defects were not found with regards to the household stairways and railings (don’t forget,
though, about the railing problem in the garage).

FIREPLACES AND CHIMNEY
Description: Family Room Fireplace
The chimney is masonry. The chimney has a spark arrestor.
The fireplace is constructed of masonry. The fireplace has a damper. A gas log-set was observed.

The chimney and Family Room fireplace were examined visually. A fire was not started; no comment can
be made on the efficiency or operation of wood fires.
Chimneys cannot be fully inspected as part of a house inspection. The interiors of flues and chimneys
cannot be reliably observed from the fireplace or roof, and areas that are visible are usually covered with
soot. See notes below about recommended further fireplace & chimney inspection.

Observations and Recommendations
Investigate Further The top of the Family Room’s
fireplace chimney is highly deteriorated; the chimney
cap’s wash/splay is cracked-apart.. This can allow
leakage into the chimney, and that can promote further
chimney deterioration. A mason should install a new
wash/splay atop this chimney A.S.A.P. I don’t know if
this will be a Major Repair Item or a Minor Repair Item;
it could go either way. Please consult with a Masonry
Contractor about what it will take and cost to address
this.
This cracked-apart splay. . .
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Investigate Further The National Fire Protection Association recommends that a Level II Fireplace
and Chimney inspection be performed whenever a house is sold. This involves, among other things,
the inspection of the interior of the fireplace flue using a video camera. I recommend you contact a
qualified fireplace inspection company to perform this inspection for the Family Room fireplace.
Such an inspection could reveal dangerous fire hazards that can’t be seen by simply looking up into
the chimney flue.
Safety Concern Keep the key for the Family Room’s fireplace gas log-set out of the reach of
children.
Maintenance It is important that a fireplace flue be cleaned on a regular basis to prevent a buildup
of creosote in the flue, which can catch fire. I recommended that the flue for the Family Room
fireplace be examined and cleaned if needed before use each year.

Description: Living room Fireplace
A gas-fired, direct-vent type of fireplace is present in the Living Room.

Observations and Recommendations
Investigate Further The gas control valve for the Living Room fireplace was turned-off, and this
fireplace could not be inspected. Once this fireplace is up & running, it should be inspected.

APPLIANCES
Description
Per the Inspection Agreement, I inspect the built-in appliances only. The appliances were inspected by
operating the appliance using the normal operating controls as you would under everyday use. I inspected
these appliances by turning them on briefly.

Observations and Recommendations
Dishwasher: Operated during inspection, found to be functional.
Microwave/Exhaust Fan: Operated during inspection, found to be functional (old, but still kicking).
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And, while I only check built-in appliances, it was hard not to notice that:
Safety Concern The anti-tip bracket that prevents the oven/range from tipping over is not
installed. The bracket should be installed to prevent the possibility of injury.

Also, please bear in mind:
Maintenance: Clothes Dryer: Adequate venting of your clothes dryer is a priority. Vents clogged
with lint, or crushed or kinked vents can and do cause fires. The vent should be cleaned of lint
and debris at least twice a year, and I recommend you clean this vent upon first moving in.

SUMMARY
1. FYI Numerous wood roof shakes have hail-impact damage (*slot* damage). The resulting areas of
exposed roofing felt are subject to rapid deterioration from the sun’s destructive ultra-violet rays, and
that can cause roof leakage.
2. FYI The thick, *butt* ends of the roof shakes are severely rotted in many areas about the roof. Such
rotted shakes can suffer further and ready damage from hail impacts. This is a sign of a roof covering
nearing the end of its useful life.
3. FYI Several of the roof shakes are missing and/or out of proper position. This is likely *critter* damage.
Regardless, such missing and out-of-position roof shakes can allow water leakage.
4. FYI Several of the roof shakes are highly “cupped”, and such cupped shakes can allow leakage from
wind-driven rain.
5. Investigate Further You should have a roofing contractor assess this entire roof covering because of
the above deficiencies. Roof covering repairs or complete roof covering replacement should then be
done as warranted. (As we talked, if repairs are attempted, further shake damage can readily result
from the roofer’s foot-traffic; stepping on any of the numerous rotted wood shakes will cause further
shake damage. And, it also might not make a lot of economic sense to throw repair money at a roof
covering that’s near the end of its useful life. Also, if all of the damaged and missing roof shakes are
replaced, you’ll have a “patchwork” roof appearance.)
6. FYI Roof repairs would likely make for a Minor Repair. Roof covering replacement would certainly
make for a Major Repair.
7. FYI The homeowner might want to make an insurance claim with regards to the roof shake hail-impact
damage.
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8. Minor Repair Not-withstanding the above items, the water stains on the closet ceiling in the SE
bedroom’s closet are from a plumbing stack “boot” flashing leak above. A new stack-boot should be
installed here.
9. Investigate Further There are thousands of rodent trails and rodent tunnels in the attic insulation. It
appears that at least the attic areas of the house have or had a significant rodent infestation. You
should consult with a pest-remediation specialist.
10. Safety Concern At the garage-house steps, the side guard railing is very loose, and such a loose railing
poses a falling hazard. A carpenter should bolster this railing A.S.A.P.
11. Safety Concern There is supposed to be a Child Safety Warning Label for the garage overhead door’s
automatic opener posted right next to the opener’s control button. The missing warning label should
be obtained and posted.
12. Safety Concern The driveway has shifted/settled, and the resulting short vertical offsets in the
driveway, and where the driveway meets the garage floor, pose tripping/falling hazards and ankletwisters. Have these settled sections of concrete flatwork mud-jacked back-up or replaced as needed
to eliminate these hazards.
13. Major Repair Several of the windows won’t open. And, many of the ones that do open have severely
rotted sash components (mostly the lower sash rails). Also, once-opened, some of the window sashes
were difficult to close. Have a window company check each and every window in the house, and have
window or window sash replacements made as needed.
14. Investigate Further Not-withstanding the above item, some of the window panes in the house has
defective, moisture-fogged glass (like in one of the upper rear bedrooms and in the first floor den). I’m
not sure, though, how many such defective panes are present; the dirty window glass prevented me
from checking such. Assuming the windows about the house won’t be replaced due to poorly
operating and rotted windows, have a glazing company check each and every window about the house,
and have any such defective, moisture-fogged glass window panes replaced.
15. Investigate Further In the master bedroom, the front arch-style window has a cracked glass pane.
Have this pane of glass replaced. I don’t know if this will be a Major Repair Item or a Minor Repair
Item; it could go either way. Please consult with a Glazing Contractor about what it will take and cost
to address this.
16. FYI Assuming window sashes/windows won’t be replaced about the house, please know that the
desiccant strips in the window glass are deteriorating (and, like in the master bath, some by quite a bit).
If you don’t have the windows or the sashes replaced, expect further desiccant strip deterioration and
the need for eventual sash replacements.
17. Minor Repair The window screens about the house have very brittle *pulls*, and several of them have
broken. Have all such defective screens replaced.
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18. Investigate Further Several of the floor joist ends about the basement ceiling have moved well out of
proper position. Many of the joist ends have *twisted*, others are *cupped*, and others are leaning.
(Note; as we talked and saw evidence of, the joists were not installed this way—they moved, and I
worry further movement may occur which can promote widespread structural problems about the
house.) Have a qualified carpenter contractor check this, and have joist repairs or replacements made
as warranted.
19. Safety Concern I recommend you have an emergency-egress ladder installed in the basement escape
window well.
20. Safety Concern The lid for the ground-water sump pit should be fully sealed to the top of the sump pit.
This will help prevent unhealthy radon gas from entering the house, and it’s a child-safety measure.
21. FYI You should have a backup ground-water sump pump installed A.S.A.P.
22. Minor Repair Inside the main electrical panelboard, the insulation has fallen out of the lower end of
the main electrical raceway (pipe). Have an electrician re-install this insulation.
23. Safety Concern Incandescent light bulbs are very close to some of the shelves in the closets. This would
be prohibited today due to the risk of fire should flammable goods come in contact with a hot light
bulb. I recommend that you consider moving these fixtures and/or replacing these lights with a
fluorescent fixture or a fixture where the bulb is protected by a glass globe.
24. Safety Concern Before anyone moves in, I strongly recommend you have photo-electric type smoke
alarms installed in each of the bedrooms, and have any existing smoke alarms replaced with photoelectric type smoke alarms; such alarms are much more reliable than the more commonly-found
ionization-type smoke alarms. While the existing smoke alarms might be the photo-electric type—
though the vast majority aren’t; most are the ionization-types which fail to work in many situations—all
smoke alarms have limited life expectancy, and you should err on the side of caution and assume new
smoke alarms need installing now. Also, when having new alarms installed in any bedroom hallway
area, have combination smoke/carbon monoxide alarms/gas detectors installed in such locations.
25. Safety Concern The above item will/should address the missing smoke alarm in the basement ceiling.
26. Investigate Further The water heater has a leakage history. Have a plumber check this, and have the
heater repaired or replaced as needed.
27. Investigate Further I couldn’t get the water to run at the hall bathtub. Have a plumber check this, and
have related repairs or replacement made here as needed.
28. Investigate Further The water to the toilet in the master bath was turned-off (I was told there was
leakage here). Once this toilet is up & running, it should be inspected.
29. FYI The master bathroom is lacking an exhaust fan to purge shower-generated steam. While not
*required*, I think you’ll find the need to have such a fan installed—think foggy mirrors (and that work
will cost quite a bit of money).
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30. Investigate Further Furnace combustion fumes have been cooling and condensing inside the furnace
flue pipe before the fumes fully and properly vent up and out of the furnace flue pipe. This condensate
moisture is leaking out of the flue joints above the furnace, and this leakage can damage the furnace
components. Have a heating technician check this, and have the technician do whatever needs doing
to stop the leakage and attain a proper draft.
31. FYI Note: if the heating tech recommends furnace replacement, with one that vents out the side of the
house, please know that the hot water heater will also need to be replaced with one that also vents out
the side of the house (to prevent further condensation leakage problems with a “then-orphaned”
chimney).
32. FYI Not-withstanding the above items, please know that furnaces and air conditioners usually last
about 20 years. This furnace and air conditioner about both about 18 years old. . .
33. FYI Furnace-mounted humidifiers are a breeding ground for bacteria, and such can be blown about the
dwelling when the furnace is running. And, I’ve seen at least a couple hundred furnaces with corrosion
damage caused by humidifier moisture. Have this toxic pool of slime removed, and use portable
humidifiers, ones that can be readily and easily cleaned and disinfected on a regular basis.
34. FYI The cracked kitchen floor tiles may or may not be a result of floor joist movement below, as
mentioned earlier in this report. Regardless, if the tiles can be matched, tile replacement would make
for a Minor Repair.
35. Investigate Further The top of the Family Room’s fireplace chimney is highly deteriorated; the chimney
cap’s wash/splay is cracked-apart.. This can allow leakage into the chimney, and that can promote
further chimney deterioration. A mason should install a new wash/splay atop this chimney A.S.A.P. I
don’t know if this will be a Major Repair Item or a Minor Repair Item; it could go either way. Please
consult with a Masonry Contractor about what it will take and cost to address this.
36. Investigate Further The National Fire Protection Association recommends that a Level II Fireplace and
Chimney inspection be performed whenever a house is sold. This involves, among other things, the
inspection of the interior of the fireplace flue using a video camera. I recommend you contact a
qualified fireplace inspection company to perform this inspection for the Family Room fireplace. Such
an inspection could reveal dangerous fire hazards that can’t be seen by simply looking up into the
chimney flue.
37. Investigate Further The gas control valve for the Living Room fireplace was turned-off, and this
fireplace could not be inspected. Once this fireplace is up & running, it should be inspected.
38. Safety Concern The anti-tip bracket that prevents the oven/range from tipping over is not installed.
The bracket should be installed to prevent the possibility of injury.
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SUPPORT AFTER THE INSPECTION1
YOUR QUESTIONS:

Ask all the questions you want, and I’ll do my best to answer them. All I ask is that

you read the whole report first. Feel free to call me tomorrow, next week, or even next year.

THE QUESTIONS OF OTHERS:

If a seller, a seller’s representative, or a seller’s repair person calls

me with a question about your inspection, I’ll politely inform them that I can’t talk about your inspection,
unless you’re in on the conversation or unless you give me specific permission to do so. I’ll suggest they set
up a conference call with you, and call me back.

LASTLY. . .


Perform a diligent final-walkthrough (don’t let anyone rush you…damage or problems can arise
between the time of the inspection and the day of closing).



If repairs are going to be made with regards to this inspection report, I recommend you obtain paid,
itemized receipts for such repairs, as well as any related repair warranties.



Re-key your door locks.



While I make every effort to identify existing or potential problems, it is not possible for an
inspector to predict the future. I do guarantee that most everything in the house will eventually
fail, and I recommend that you budget for unforeseen repairs, replacements, and maintenance.

END OF REPORT
Inspector: Jerry Simon, president

Illinois Building Inspection, Inc.
Illinois License #450.000114

Expires 11-30-2018

1

Re-Inspection Policy: I’m often asked if it would be possible to re-inspect the problem areas disclosed in the
inspection, after repairs are made. The fee is $250.00 for this service, and it includes a written follow-up report.
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